Friday Night [under the] Lights…
2015

Happy Friday. Friday the thirteenth at that (eerie music, visions of bloody hands suddenly
shooting up out of a gravesite, your spouses’ voice over your shoulder, and other very alarming
visuals).
You get the creepy picture…
First things, first tonight.
As you well know, with everything we do in emergency care, we always prioritize:
 Our own safety
 High acuity needs, life-threatening circumstances that require immediate action on our
part
With that, I must let you know that the picture I sent last week of Lynn White [AMR Director of
Resuscitation & Accountable Care] was not really Lynn in her office (a gentle reminder below).

Well, in the spirit of my own safety and trying to immediately correct any life-threatening event, I
must tell you – This wasn’t Lynn’s office. (Of course I was kidding, Lynn – I promise – I’m sure
you’re much neater…). It was taken during our Annual Safety Summit this past summer.
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Mike Verkest [AMR Training Officer – Multnomah] sent me the first response last week after
FNuL went out – simple and clear:

In the picture, Lynn happens to be sitting in one of several amazing simulation rooms that are
part of the Community College of Aurora (Colorado) Center for Simulation & Disaster
Management Institute. The Institute is under the passionate leadership of Pony Anderson.

Pony & her staff have graciously hosted the Annual AMR Safety Summit for the past 4 years – an
event that pits the best against the best throughout AMR nationally. Regional teams that have
successfully competed at the local level face off in Aurora in a very well (and I mean VERY well)
simulated trauma and medical scenario. The event is timed and judged as well as filmed and
critiqued.
The Simulation Center at CCA, as in all simulation approaches to medical education, tries to
recreate scenarios that we may face as emergency care providers so that we can learn how to
address the situation with no risk to real live patients. The more life-like and real simulation is,
the better the educational (or assessment) experience. Pony and her colleagues have created
the absolute best, most realistic scenarios I have seen in my entire career (did I tell you it’s
possible to buy vomit & poop fragrance – Just a thought for a late Valentine Day Special &
unique gift).
One of the other important reasons hi fidelity simulation is so beneficial is because we can create
conditions that mimic what our colleagues may encounter in the real world.
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Like the bathroom they’ve created (I want you to look at the next picture & imagine your partner
in the background asking “ma’am, do you take any medicines?’
You hear a very quiet, timid reply – “yes, I do – they’re in my bathroom”.
You’re partner then calls out and asks you to get her meds from the bathroom (by the way, as
you well know, challenges like this can have a significant impact on health status, readmission
rates, quality of life and medical errors)…
Pretty realistic.

The Center has created a full “simulated” house. It can serve as a hoarder house (the Lynn
picture); a drughouse; a domestic violence scene, with all the accompanying visuals, sounds and,
of course, smells or a nursing home room.
The College also uses live actors (real drama students that learn their parts and act out a very
realistic situation. There’s "tetherless” simulation - mannequins controlled remotely so there’s
no artificial wires leading to the patients. There’s also an “outdoor environment” or street
scene.
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The space has the versatility to be outfitted in a variety of ways. It can become a sidewalk café,
or an industrial, hazardous materials space, or an underground scene complete with manhole
cover access. By the way, the electrical box can become a real nasty looking hazard…

Finally, there’s a real ambulance section that’s fully equipped and sits on airbags to simulate
motion.
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We really appreciate the Community College of Aurora, and specifically Pony Anderson and all
the AMR Safety & Risk as well as Clinical leaders that make the event realistic (did I tell you about
the smells?) and fun.

“Trauma Drone 211, Priority one – MVC – Transmitting coordinates”
Thanks to Dennis Carter [AMR CES Manager – Sacramento] – he was the only one that offered a
CMO vehicle option after my little whine last week. A unique one at that.

Science fiction? Never happen?
Probably – Just like we would have never imagined we could talk to someone on our
Smartphones as we watched them…
Or our cars would be able to predict the potential risk of injury based on the specifics of sensor
activation (see the Advanced Automatic Crash Notification sensor schematic below that’s
attempting to do just that):
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By linking the sensor data identified in vehicles (speed, forces, centrifugal rollover, area and
intensity of impact, presence of weight in a seat sensor before rollover and absence after
(suggesting ejection) and absence of seat belt contact in buckle (unrestrained), researchers are
exploring how vehicle collected data can predict injury. That data could be transmitted and
create an automatic notification of the potential injuries and resources needed.
So, a dispatched transport Drone may be something that fits right in to the continuous effort to
decrease morbidity & mortality from out-of-hospital illness and injury. I don’t think its science
fiction any more. And neither do the piles of engineers working vigorously on new approaches.
Plus, it looks cool.
This is some of the stuff that makes it a really fascinating time to be a part of the evolution of
EMS… And (remember this?) we’ve just started with the exploration of TVH-1…

I mean, really…
Not like they’re going to come up with a car that gets the majority of its tune ups on the
internet…
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An objective look at the validity and reproducibility of the Glascow Coma Scale
scoring system…

Dr. Bryan Bledsoe, Larry Johnson, Scott Diel [AMR / MedicWest Las Vegas] and their colleagues
published the results of their study evaluating the degree of accuracy of GCS scoring between
providers (Prehosp Disaster Med. 2015;30(1):1-8.).
It’s an intriguing study that used video vignettes that were then scored by a wide range of
emergency providers (EMTs, CCPs, physicians, nurses, etc.).
The important punch line? The GCS scoring system as evaluated in this fashion was not accurate
or reproducible – Yet another voice calling for new scoring systems and tools to evaluate the
mental status of critically ill or injured patients and potentially use to guide prognosis and
decision making in this patient population.
The study will ring true to anyone that’s spent any time in the field evaluating these types of
patients…
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Mannequins get tired too, by the way…

So do your part to show them how much you appreciate their efforts…
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Epilogue…
A young man went to his father one day to tell him that he wanted to get married. His father was happy
for him. He asked his son who the girl was, and he told him that it was Pamela, a girl from the
neighborhood.
With a sad face the old man said to his son, 'I'm sorry to say this son but I have to. The girl you want to
marry is your sister, but please don't tell your mother.'
The young man again brought 3 more names to his father but ended up frustrated because the response
was still the same. So he decides to go to his mother.
'Mama I want to get married but all the girls that I love, dad said they are my sisters and I mustn't tell
you.'
His mother smiling said to him, 'Don't worry my son, you can marry any of those girls. You're not his son.

__________________
That’s it from my world. Happy Friday the 13th. Remember to get something special for the ones
you love tomorrow (spouses as well).
As always, thanks for what you do and how you do it in this ever-changing world of medicine…
Ed
______
Edward M. Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
AMR / Evolution Health
ed.racht@evhc.net
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